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SHY JACKSON
Partner

London

E: shy.jackson@bclplaw.com

T: +44 (0) 20 3400 4998

BIOGRAPHY

Shy specialises in construction and engineering and his practice covers project advice and acting in

disputes related to UK and international projects. His experience covers litigation, arbitration,

adjudication and ADR and he has advised on all main forms of contract, including NEC, JCT and

FIDIC. He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institution of Arbitration and a Fellow of the Chartered

Institution of Civil Engineering Surveyors.   

He has been listed in Chambers & Partners since 2011 and quotes include "a clear thinker and

communicator, and technically very good.", "fiercely bright", "He is very conscientious, technically

and strategically good and a very good litigator." and his "brain is in a different league to anyone

else, and he gives good legal steers to navigate through issues.". He is also listed in legal 500 and

as a Thought Leader in the International Construction Who’s Who Legal 2020.

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/offices/london.html
tel:%2B44%20(0)%2020%203400%204998
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Commercial Construction & Engineering

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

▪ Fellow of the Chartered Institution of Arbitrators

▪ Fellow of the Chartered Institution of Civil Engineering Surveyors

▪ Member of the Society of Construction Law

▪ Member of the Law Society, England and Wales.  

ADMISSIONS

England and Wales

Construction Disputes

Litigation & Dispute Resolution

Real Estate

EXPERIENCE

Shy has experience of acting for all parties in construction projects and his recent cases include:

▪ Acting for a developer in a number of adjudications in connection with a luxury residential

development in London.

▪ Advising contractors in relation to a number of complex high value rail projects in London,

including acting in adjudications.

AREAS OF FOCUS

RELATED PRACTICE AREAS
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

Mar 30, 2023

The black holes of no loss arguments

▪ Acting for an EPC contractor in relation to a waste treatment plant and defending claims

related to the plant’s performance, involving proceedings in the Technology and Construction

Court.

▪ Acting for an international EPC contractor in an ICC arbitration in relation to a project in

Australia.

▪ Acting for a joint venture in relation to various issues arising out of highway maintenance

contracts in the UK.

RESOURCES

PUBLICATIONS

Shy regularly speaks at industry events and is a visiting lecturer on the Construction Law MSc at

King’s College London and the International Construction Practice and Law MBE at the University of

Stuttgart. Shy is active within the industry and has been an elected member of the Society of

Construction Law Council since 2012 and the treasurer since 2019. In 2019 he was also appointed

as a member of the NEC Board. 

His recent publications include a joint paper with Professor David Mosey on “Good Faith and

relational contracting – do enterprise contracts offer a way through the woods?” published by the

Society of Construction Law in 2020, What do the words mean: Different approaches to the

interpretation of contracts, a joint paper with Wolfgang Breyer, Julio Bueno and Brian Gaudet,

presented at the 2018 North American Society of Construction Law and published by the

International Construction Law Review, and he writes regularly for publications such at the RICS

Journal and the NEC Newsletter. Shy has also contributed to leading textbooks, including the UK

chapter of Studies in European Construction Law, published by the European Society of

Construction Law in 2015, writing a chapter in Construction Law, Costs and Contemporary

Developments: Drawing the Threads Together A Festschrift for Lord Justice Jackson, published in

2018 and contributing to International Construction Contract Law by Lukas Klee published by Wiley.
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In Pegasus v Ernst & Young the advice from Mr Justice Mann was that: “Whatever the metaphysician may say, the

law says that the loss flowing can and should still be treated as a loss of the assignor which the assignee can

recover. Black holes are to be (as all black holes should be) avoided where possible.” So what are these black holes

we need to avoid? In our universe, this arises because only a party to the contract can make a claim and the party

to whom a contract is assigned cannot recover more than the original party. This was considered in detail by the

House of Lords in Linden Gardens Trust v Lenesta Sludge Disposals and two exceptions were identified to the

general rule, in order to prevent a party avoiding liability on the basis of a no loss argument.

News

Feb 02, 2023

Partner presents on NEC contract key issues

Awards

Oct 20, 2022

Chambers UK 2023

Insights

Oct 20, 2022

The updated Construction Playbook: what’s new?

Less than two years ago, the government published the Construction Playbook, a comprehensive and quite

visionary plan for changing the delivery of construction projects in order to “get it right from the start”. If you

haven’t looked at it so far, it is worth reading. It sets out what are transformational principles and policies,

designed to change how public works projects are procured and managed.That is a tall order and the Playbook

covers a range of areas, from preparation and planning to selection and project delivery. It looks at topics such as

commercial pipelines, digital technology, benchmarking and cost models, risk allocation and successful

relationships, as well as a whole chapter dedicated to effective contracting. The updated Playbook was published

last month, together with a raft of new guidance notes, so now is a good time to remind ourselves what it is all

about and what progress has bee…

Insights

Sep 08, 2022

Procuring tech for construction

News

Sep 07, 2022

BCLP partner participates in International Construction Arbitration Conference 2022

Insights

Aug 11, 2022

NEC and notices of dissatisfaction

News

May 31, 2022

BCLP Hosts CICES Commercial Management Conference

Webinars

May 30, 2022
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BCLP Partners Participate in Webinar on Recent Cases and Trends in Construction

Disputes


